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“If you don’t have integrity, you have nothing. You 

can’t buy it. You can have all the money in the 

world, but if you are not a moral and ethical 

person, you really have nothing” 

- Henry Kravis  
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Editorial  

Of all the forms of inequality, injustice in healthcare is the most shocking and inhumane. 
Martin Luther King, Jr 

 

The health of a society is actually precise by the quality of its concern and care for the health of its members. 
The right of every individual to sufficient healthcare flows from the sanctity of human life and that dignity 
belongs to all human beings. We all believe that health is a basic human right which has as its fundamentals 
social justice and equality and that it should be equally available and accessible to all. In the area of 
healthcare it is complex to hold rules or principles that are fixed due to the many variables that exist in the 
situation of clinical cases as well as the fact that in healthcare there are numerous values that seem to be 
appropriate in many conditions. Even though they are not considered absolute, these rules and principles 
serve as powerful action guides in medicine. Over the years, these moral values have won a general 
acceptance as applicable in the moral analysis of ethical issues in medicine. Healthcare ethics is a practical 
discipline that provides a structured approach to assist physicians in identifying, analyzing and resolving 
ethical issues in medicine. The practice of good clinical medicine requires some working knowledge about 
ethical issues such as informed consent, truth telling, and confidentiality and patient rights. 
Enormous development has been achieved in the medical field during the last few decades and more is 
projected in the following decades. Advances in diagnostic imaging and biological testing techniques as well 
as in medical forecasting based on genetic testing are ongoing. Advances in surgical and medical cures, 
organ and tissue transplantation, artificial organs, cloning, tissue culture techniques, molecular biology and 
information technology are reported almost daily. Healthcare ethics is based on concept derived from various 
disciplines, including the biomedical sciences, the behavioral sciences, philosophy, religion and law. 
Healthcare ethics is essentially a form of applied ethics, which seeks to clarify ethical questions that 
characterize the practice of medicine and to justify and weigh the various practical options and 
considerations. Thus healthcare ethics is the application general ethical principles to ethical issues. The 
application of such an ethic is not specific to medicine but also relates to economy, law, journalism, and their 
like. 
 

Mirza Abdul Aleem Baig 

(Editor in Chief)  

UMBLIKAL e-Magazine 
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Ethics, particularly professional ethics, describes 
the moral actions based on professional character 
and ethical principles in each profession. Ethics in 
healthcare is as old as human’s life history. Ethical 
standards in medical profession have been adopted 
for more than 4,000 years ago. From Islamic legacy 
to modern science, and from cultural, traditional to 
social morality factors they have been shaped and 
guided for the development of medical profession. 
Furthermore, the developments in science and 
technology in the twentieth century of ‘biological 
science’ have led to advances in biomedical field 
and health care that have benefited human 
mankind. The day-to-day changing framework in 
which health care is being practiced has created 
new challenges for health workers, researchers, 
practitioners, biomedical engineers and the broader 
the entire health care community. Biomedical 
professionals increasingly finding themselves 
confronted with moral questions and ethical 
dilemmas. Though many countries in the world 
have established their own national medical ruling 
principles and agendas to govern and resolve the 
ethical issues that arise within the medical 
profession. But still healthcare systems in many 
developing countries are not really systems. They 
have been fragmented from personal demand, state 
hinders to formal characteristics. Ethics is basically 
a culture, a system or a set of principles under that 
allow healthcare sector of any country to moves on 
smooth-tracks. Thus, medical ethics is concerned 
with promoting health and medicine and clarifying 
norms for improving relationships between 
patients and physicians. Though ethics and 
developments have performed very well in  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
advanced countries, but still there is a dire need of 
making ethics implementation in healthcare sector 
more better in developing countries and in  South-
Asia region particularly. So it is the time, when 
healthcare ethics must be understood as an applied  
professional concept and must be adopted with 
serious attention and interest to not only making 
lives of patients better; but also to make this noble 
profession more pious and reputed as modern 
world is moving towards era of personalized 
medicine and healthcare. 
 
In the end, I want to thank and express my 

gratitude to all of my team and to all those who 

coordinated us and guided us at each step of this 

venture. 

“Ethics is to know the difference between what 

you have a right to do and what is right to 

do...” 

- Potter Stewart 
 

Sincerely Yours, 

 

Asad Ali Siyal 
(Patron-In-Chief) 

UMBILIKAL e-magazine, 

(Chairman) 

Biomedical Association of Students for Excellence (BASE) 
PAKISTAN 

  

Patron Message  

http://www.finestquotes.com/author_quotes-author-Potter%20Stewart-page-0.htm
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Dear Editor, 

I got a chance first time of reading your E-Magazine, 

yet missing the first one. I found it pretty enrich with 

diverse articles and other related information. I am a 

PhD Scholar from AKU-Karachi. Initially, I felt 

perhaps, the magazine is hardcore nature of 

Bioengineering stuff, as usually others, but very 

delighted to see interesting articles with impressive 

illustrations. I am equally happy to see a society 

working for Biomedical engineers. I learned from one 

of the articles on Pakistan’s’ Pride-Sialkot-The Best 

producer’s of Surgical instruments in the world by 

Mr. Sikandar Khan Sherwani – a teacher of Federal 

Urdu University-Karachi.  According to author, as 

mentioned in article; I was literally so amazed that 

Pakistan has got such a remarkable talent that stood 

first in the entire world of producers being the Top 

number one. It was really informative as I read the 

same author articles in newspaper and in other 

magazines during my sty at Karachi recently. Surgical 

instrument is infact an important component in the 

medical world, using extensively in surgery and other 

processes. Sialkot, hats off; a fertile city with talents 

achievements’ as blessed with wood industry and 

carved articles,  just realized by reading article is also 

famous with wood industry and carved articles, but 

also found to have huge number of small and large. 

Surgical instruments are being exported to 140 

countries of the world and by 2011 generated benefit 

of around 140US dollars. This indeed has also serves 

as good way of employment in the country, as  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mentioned in the article; more than 5000,000 workers 

are currently engaged in this industry. In short, I   

congratulate the entire team of Umbilikal , Mr. Aleem  

Baig, Editor, Chairman, Mr. Asad Siyal and wish 

them a great success. 

 

Abdul Ghaffar Memon 

(Lecturer ) 

Department of Environmental Engineering- 

NED University-Karachi-Pakistan. 

 

 

Hi Edii, 

Congrats to the Biomedical Association of Students for 

Excellence (BASE) and to all the people associated 

with it, an to the whole faculty who made this possible!  

I am glad to be a part of it!  

I want to mention a quote here i remember:  

"If we value the pursuit of knowledge, we must be free 

to follow wherever that search may lead us. The free 

mind is no barking dog to be tethered on a ten-foot 

chain."  

So congrats to those who gave their contribution in 

Umbilikal.. Surely.. this is going to give us a lot more 

to seek n apply in our norms of life! Well done! 

 

Wafa Arshad 

(BASE-Volunteer) 

Karachi, Pakistan 

 

2
nd

 Issue 

http://www.facebook.com/groups/basebme/
http://www.facebook.com/groups/basebme/
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Dear Team Umbilikal, 

Many congrats on publishing 2nd issue of Umblikal.  

All articles were very informative. In-fact I am too 

much impressed.... keep it up guys. 

  

Engr Asma Ansari 

(Biomedical Engineer) 

Aga Khan University & Hospital,  

Karachi, Pakistan 

 

 

Dear Umbilikal, 

This is an awesome effort Asad Ali SIyal & Team 

Umbilikal...Thanks for publishing AEIRC.......I praise 

your sincere effort towards science :) 

 

Sadaf Ahmed 

(CEO) 

AEIRC, Karachi, Pakistan 

 

 

 

Dear Umbilikal & BASE Team, 

Wonderful efforts, my dear Asad and Aleem.....real 

players of UMBILIKAL..........Thanks a lot for 

publishing my article about the World Best Biomedical 

producing industry -Sailkot..........Moreover, thanks for 

your reporter who did coverage of one of my research 

piece of work.............. 

On behalf of my University FUUAST and society 

Microbiology Association of Pakistan(MAP) for this 

wonderful work.......... 

 

Sikandar Khan Sherwani 

(President) 

Microbiology Association of Pakistan (MAP), 

Karachi, Pakistan 

 

 

 

For Comments, Suggestion & Letters,  

drop your Feedback here at: 

 

Submissions_umbilikal@yahoo.com  
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NEWS FLASH        Bulletin of the World Health Organization  

How should ethics be incorporated into public 

health policy and practice? 

The ethical obligations of those who work for health are as old as the health professions themselves; indeed, the 

commitment to place the interests of clients above all else is one of the hallmarks of professionalism. Ethical 

prescriptions are found in many cultures, such as the oath and associated writings of Hippocrates in ancient Greece 

and the writings of the medieval Jewish philosopher Maimonides. Though originating with the professions, ethical 

duties are of concern to society in general, and their violation – as by the doctors who conducted experiments in 

the Nazi prison camps – can constitute human rights as well as ethical violations.   

In response to the tremendous expansion of the powers of medicine and biomedical science in the 20th century, the 

new field of bioethics emerged in the 1960s, first in North America and western Europe and eventually around the 

world. With contributions not only from moral philosophers but also from physicians, nurses and other health 

professionals, social and natural scientists and lawyers, bioethics has become a field of major concern. Health 

professionals, health authorities and the public debate the issues raised by organ and tissue transplantation, unequal 

access to life-saving medicines, new reproductive technologies and vast increases in the numbers and types of 

clinical trials. 

While abundant analysis and official guidelines have been produced on 

most of the ethical issues in health care and research, until recently the field 

of public health received relatively little attention among ethicists. Similarly, 

while ethical questions have always been an implicit part of public health 

practice, the idea of incorporating a formal process of ethical deliberation 

into public health policy-making remains relatively new. As the ethics 

of public health receives greater attention, new paradigms and 

methods of ethical analysis will have to be developed. In particular, whereas 

medical ethics has traditionally aimed to protect individual interests in the 

context of the physician–patient relationship, public health ethics 

focuses on the design and implementation of measures to 

monitor and improve the health of broader populations. In addition, public health ethics must look beyond health 

care per se to consider the structural conditions, and social and economic determinants that promote or inhibit the 

development of healthy societies. 

Incorporating ethical analysis into public health raises many challenging questions. For example, what does ethical 

analysis add to public health beyond legal or public policy analysis? Is the law itself subject to a process of 

ongoing ethical scrutiny? When ethicists appeal to “values”, who gets to decide which values are worthy of 

protection or how these values should be prioritized in cases of conflict? How should ethical analysis address the 

tension between universal principles and culturally specific values, and find common ground among individuals 

from diverse cultural backgrounds? Such questions have practical implications for how public health policies are 

designed, implemented and evaluated. For example, when public health authorities make decisions about 

allocating limited resources, they will implicitly or explicitly determine which principles and values underlie those 

decisions. Such decisions also vary according to the processes by which they are made and to what extent the 

public, nongovernmental and international organizations and national or regional governments participate in these 

processes. 
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NEWS FLASH  

 

Faculty Member participated as a speaker in the 3rd international 

conference held at India. 

 

 

Engr. N.P. Chowdhry, Assist. 

Professor, Dept. of Biomedical 

Engineering, Mehran UET 

Jamshoro Sindh, was selected as a 

conference speaker by the 

chairman Scientific Committee, 

Apollo Hospital Telemedicine 

Network Foundation, Hyderabad 

India.  

Mr. Chowdhry participated and 

orally presented his research paper 

at the 3
rd

 international conference 

on “Transforming Healthcare with 

Information Technology” held on 

31
st
 August – 1

st
 September 2012 

at the international Convention 

Center, Madhapur, Apollo Health 

City, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad 

Andhra Pradesh, India. The 

conference was organized by Prof. 

Dr. Ganapathy, Apollo Hospitals.    

 

Courtesy: BASE 
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Ethics in Healthcare 

- By: MAHENDRAN VS 

 

Each, every moment and movements in life of a human being or any life form on earth has its 

own connotation and value. The value is to the self, family, community, society and 

the universe as a whole. Safe guarding this value true to the consciousness of one, 

oneness forms the source and beginning of ethics. Human lives takes prosperity 

rather richness only when moral principles are given its own and 

fullest worth and importance. Health depicts physical and mental peace, 

stability of a person that is ultimately dependent on harmony and peace in 

society and environment, rather than disease free status of a human being. 

Understanding of this concept is important before defining the requirements of 

professional practices such as Health care and its management.  

Ethics in health care tends to concentrate on the following four key principles 

(Beauchamp and Childress, 1994). 

 

 

1. The principle of respect for autonomy – giving competent adults the information they need to make their 

own decisions, based on their own values and their personal assessment of risk factors, free from coercion 

or undue influence.  

2. The principle of beneficence – benefiting or acting in the patient's best interests. 

3. The principle of non-maleficence – not deliberately causing the patient harm, or making sure that the 

benefits outweigh the harm if harm is unavoidable. 

4. The principle of respect for justice – treating all patients equally and providing mechanisms for when 

care goes wrong. 

 

Let us draw attention to respect and manage our own selves and values before considering these principles for 

others, either professionally or personally, as this by itself would generate core thoughts for harmony and peace in 

the mind, thoughts, society and universe, better than defining them as ethical values and issues. 

 

The author is PhD (Biotechnology) scholar and Assistant Professor in the Department of Biomedical Engineering, 

Sri Ramakrishna Engineering College, Coimbatore. His area of research is Plants Proteomics.  
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THE LOST EXISTENCE 

A vicious and un-ethical do 
 

- By: SADAF AHMED 
ADVANCE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE & RESEARCH CENTRE (AEIRC) 

  

Abortion is immoral; it is the homicide of a new being. It’s stopping a process, terminating a life,  but  the  big  

question  is  that  how  far  and  why  still  it  is  justifiable?.  There  are  many circumstances  that  may  allow  it  

to  be  professed  as  more  unethical  or  more  ethical,  but that's not anyone's dealing but the woman involved. 

Unless of course, it is being done in an unsafe  manner,  used  repeatedly  as  a  main  source  of  birth  control 

usually  done  in  the  3rd trimester  without  the  proper  circumstances  leading  to  life  or  death,  severe  

deformities.  

Basically, everyone really needs to band together to make abortion less needed - better sex education, easy and 

affordable birth control, etc.  Ignorance is not bliss.  I do believe abortion is unethical; it is a medical procedure 

that has many hazards. The best thing we as health literate and responsible person, can do is to empower women in 

control of their own bodies,  by  teaching  

them  when  they  are  young  the  importance  

of  control  responsibly  so that  they  know  

how  to  avoid  an  unwanted  pregnancy. 

Then they won't abort a baby…….  

Undeniably one of the major controversial 

issues in the our country today is 'abortion'  that 

has ignited many minds but yet debatable in 

terms of ‘YES’ for abortion or a ‘BIG NO’  

for it!  

I want to highlight here the requirement of strict 

actions for outlawing this illegal practice. 

Violence  of  skilled  knowledge,  expertise  

and  human  rights  is  objectionable  behavior:   

Any registered medical/dental 

practitioner found guilty of causing an illegal 

abortion is liable to be  suspended  or  have  

his/her  name  removed  from  the  Register  (Ethical  Standards  of Professional Competence, Care and Conduct, 

The Pakistan Medical and Dental Council). The origin of illegitimate abortion health centers or private clinics are a 

nuisance to our society.   

According  to  research  conducted  by  an  international  non-profit  NGO,  Pakistan  has  an expected  rate  of  29  

abortions  per  1,000  women  of  reproductive  age  regardless  of  the procedure  being  illegal.  It  is  estimated  

that  almost  900,000  abortions  carry  out  yearly  in Pakistan.  Many  pregnant  females  opt  abortion  by  visiting  

illegal  clinics  run  by  midwives and  23  percent  of  women  who  have  unskilled  providers  perform  their  

abortions  are  later hospitalized  due  to  health  complication.  Many skilled gynecologists in even metropolitan 

cities found occupied in this illegal act, with the prime concern being financial put on. This  

has  escort  the  burgeon  expansion  of  these  consulting  centers  with  almost  no  verification and consultation 

by the appropriate management and government bodies. The issue never was honestly and openly discuss because 
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of religious concerns and society’s taboo. It’s time to  face  the  reality  and  bring  the  issue  out  in  the  open  for  

debate  with  the  aim  to  improve the healthiness and reproductive wellbeing of the existing and upcoming 

generation.  

 

“Let me give you a definition of ethics: It is good to maintain and further life it is 

bad to damage and destroy life.” 

- Albert Schweitzer 

-  

The author is CEO at ADVANCE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE & RESEARCH CENTRE (AEIRC), 

Karachi, Pakistan. 
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Ethics in healthcare according to Islamic Teaching 

 
- By: Henna Kauser. R 

Bangalore, INDIA 

 

Islam considers access to health care a fundamental right of the individual. In medicine, there are sometimes 

difficult decision making situations for choosing better options for the patient’s care. Thus, a physician at times has 

to decide for his /her patient in light of available knowledge, 

his/her experience, his/her peers and consensus of the 

community. In addition, a Muslim physician derives his 

/her conclusion from rules of Islamic laws (Shariah) and 

Islamic medical ethics. The two main principles of Islamic 

Medicine are: 

 

  

1. Emphasis of sanctity of human life which derives from 

Quran 5:32 “whosoever saves a human life saves the life 

of the whole mankind”,  

2. Emphasis on seeking a cure which derives from saying 

of Prophet Mohammad (P.B.U.H), “seek cure as God 

has created no disease without creating a cure for it 

except for old age”.  

 

The five goals of Islamic Shariah are protection and preservation of life, mind, private ownership, family and 

freedom of religion. Some of the rules of Islamic medical ethics are: 

1. Necessity overrides prohibition that is if there are certain items which are Islamically prohibited, under dire 

necessity they can become permissible.  

2. Accept the lesser of the two harms if both cannot be avoided.  

3. Public interest overrides the individual interest.  

4. Harm has to be removed at every cost if possible.   

 

 Islamic Medical Ethics also upholds the four basic principles of biomedical ethics which are:  

 Respect for the autonomy,  

 Beneficence,  

 Nonmaleficence, and  

 Distributive Justice. 

 

Thus, a Muslim physician has to make a decision not only based on his/her own knowledge and experience, but as 

a Muslim in light of his /her Islamic teachings, in the best interest of his /her patient, whether Muslim or non 

Muslim . 

The author is Biomedical Engineering student at Rajiv Gandhi Institute of Technology, Bangalore, India. 
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STORY BEHIND THE TASTY BARBEQUED CUISINE 

 
- By: Kanza Abid 

 

We all enjoy beautiful, tender, grilled meat round the year. Don’t we? But consuming that delicious food can also 

prove hazardous to us. It is due to charred meat, which makes BBQ food deadly for us. Now the question is what is 

charred meat? And why it is harmful to us? 

Charred meat is actually the meat 

which is changed into charcoal due to 

overheating. This overheated meat 

can produce a carcinogenic 

compound called “PhIP”, which 

stands for 2 amino-1- methyl -6-

phenylimidazo [4,5-b] pyridine . Along 

with “PhIP”, some heterocyclic 

amines (HCAs) are also produced 

which contribute to the development of 

cancer by causing mutations in genes, 

causing new cells to grow in an 

uncontrolled manner and form a tumor. 

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

(PAHs) are also formed during 

barbecue. PAHs are formed when meat fat 

drips onto hot barbecue coals and creates a 

smoke that deposits PAHs onto the meat. But the good news is this that you don’t have to exclude this tempting 

cuisine from our diet, however we should take some simple measures to lower the cancer risks from this source, 

which includes marinating the  meat, removing the burnt meat while serving, remove grease and caked oil from 

griller etc. 

 

HAPPY GRILLING!   
  

The author is B.S student at Institute of Environmental Studies University of Karachi, Pakistan. 
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Personalized Primary Healthcare in Pakistan: Far Away From the Reality 

 

- By: Asad Ali Siyal 

(Chairman) 

Biomedical Association of Students for Excellence (BASE) 

 

 

Health has always been a major issue for any country. Anywhere in 

the world, health plays a primary role in determining the human 

capital. Healthcare reforms have gained serious attention in advanced 

countries from diagnosis to treatment practices.  But still healthcare 

systems implemented today are not really “systems” at all in most of 

the developing countries like Pakistan. They have been fragmented 

from the primary situations to personalized era of medicine which has 

resulted in poorly coordinated patient care. 

 

Primary health care, often abbreviated as "PHC" has been defined as 

"essential health care based on practical, scientifically sound and 

socially acceptable methods and technology made universally 

accessible to individuals and families in the community through their 

full participation and that a coast that the community and the country 

can afford to maintain at every stage of their development in the spirit 

of self-reliance and self-determination". 

 

The better personalized primary healthcare system helps to 

execute the ethical problems with the science of health and its 

delivery.  

It effects health promotion and care-delivery of patients by using 

more personalized information and clinical knowledge to help and 

promote their health from predicting, preventing and management 

of disease solutions. Unfortunately, in Pakistan personalized 

healthcare is too far from the reality. It generally has been 

practiced with limited availability of patient information, 

technical resources and clinical knowledge. 

With the inception of improved science, and ongoing research in 

advanced countries Personalized primary healthcare has succeed 

to reduce overall costs of health promotion and care delivery and 

has enabled great potential to improve quality of life. Thus 

developed countries are investing more to improve their primary 

healthcare system.   

Healthcare delivery is not an isolated system. It is primarily 

related with poverty, education, justice, security and emotional, 

mental and spiritual well being of a person and community at 

large which leads towards economic progress of a country. 

The primary healthcare system in Pakistan has suffered a lot, due 
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to structural fragmentation, resource scarcity, inefficiency and lack of functional specificity, gender insensitivity 

and inaccessibility. These all issues have been caused by the governmental policies as healthcare sector of Pakistan 

moves on the threshold of state policies. 

The primary health factors and health funding infrastructure of Pakistan are generally poor throughout the country 

and in rural areas particularly. Over last 10 years data retrieves that Government of Pakistan has spent just 0.6 to 

1.19% of its GDP and 5.1 to 11.6% of its development expenditure for healthcare sector and reforms. 

Around 19-30 percent of population is malnourished including children that have caused number of diseases such 

as gastroenteritis, respiratory infections, congenital abnormalities, tuberculosis, malaria, typhoid fever and hepatitis 

that leads towards the causes of death.  

In any complete true health system, good health services are those which deliver effective, safe, good-quality, 

personal and non-personal care to those that need it, when needed, with minimal waste, and more equitable 

coverage and quality. 

From last few decades, Information & 

Communication Technologies (ICT) have proliferated 

vast impacts on healthcare systems globally. They 

have enabled healthcare by improving the science of 

health promotion and care delivery. Thus ICT has 

generated opportunities and new demands for a range 

of different approaches to health care and has 

played a key role in making it more personalized. 

Consequently, healthcare has always remained at the 

cutting edge of modern technologies. In most 

developing countries new developments in 

biomedical field such as telemedicine, e-health 

systems, bio-computational modeling, bioinformatics 

and biomedical imaging intelligence are being 

carried out for diagnosis, treatment, data 

acquisition and medical- profiling and ensuring 

better health facilities as they are leading towards a new 

era of ‘personalized healthcare’.  

So far the accelerated technological revolution is developing the great potential for improving health and 

transforming health literacy for modernizing global society. But Pakistan like many other developing countries is 

still lacking in such sophisticated technical advancements and facing tribulations in health care deliver. Hence, 

primary healthcare in Pakistan is currently meeting with several reforms at the federal, provincial and district level 

particularly in delivery of health service to the inhabitants. Although there is a huge ratio of 

government/taluka/district hospitals throughout the country but still they are failed to provide better healthcare 

facilities due to inadequate technical expertise, the other major problems with most of them are the lack of 

resources, incomplete services and scarcity of technically skilled and quality biomedical/clinical engineers.  

There is a perception among whole the country hospitals that if any piece of equipment or any machine gets any 

fault, in-spite-of making its proper maintenance new machines are acquired.  Although Public health sector is 

spending millions on machines used for different purposes, but it would have been more better enough if despite of 

wasting millions on equipments (that are even not used properly later) quality biomedical engineers must be 

procured for their repair and maintenance, as machines required good maintenance for proper working which can 

only be provided by the services of Biomedical Engineers. The biomedical engineers are involved at many levels 

of healthcare management as they make the safe, appropriate and economical use of technology in the health care 

system. 
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In developed countries, for every 50-beded 

hospital minimum 2-3 biomedical engineers 

are must acquired as gazetted 

officers/employees. While here is the 

tragedy that recently I visited a hospital which 

contained 300 plus beds but there was no any 

single biomedical/clinical engineer hired for the 

repair maintenance of equipments being used 

over there. Only there were 2 technicians that 

were maintaining the equipments of all the 

sections from diagnosis to treatment in that entire 

hospital while most of the machinery was non-

functional due to technical faults. 

 

That’s what the main reason that many of our 

institutes have the most expensive machines but 

not in a working condition. 

On the other hand there is no any particular policy 

announced by the state for these government 

hospitals for the availability of 

Biomedical Engineers. As a result utilization and 

satisfaction levels of primary healthcare in 

Pakistan have remained unchanged during the 

last three decades. Therefore, the 

healthcare scenario of the country is still below than the standard line.  

To succeed in transforming healthcare, biomedical technology should be, at the heart of personalized healthcare 

system. Pakistan will need to move to more personalized healthcare in order to make its primary healthcare 

facilities stronger by improving technical enhancements. Successful results require access to more complete patient 

information to incorporate advanced clinical knowledge into clinical decision making. Better health improves the 

flexibility and the efficiency of inhabitants that contributes to the economic growth and leads to human welfare. 

Therefore, there is a dire need to strengthen primary healthcare system to make health information technology 

(HIT) environment wider throughout the country technically as well as clinically. 

Therefore, an authenticate healthcare-infrastructure is needed in this regard to overcome the care delivery 

problems; and to bridge the gap between hospitals and their technical-drivers, so called the Biomedical Engineers. 

The successful execution of these technical-drivers would fuel economic growth and substantial improvement in 

the quality of life. Thus, effective primary health care will only be improved by hiring fine numbers of clinical 

engineers for available and new equipments, introducing modern technologies and information. Now the 

improving access to quality health services depends on the way government organizes the services and manages 

the other incentives influencing healthcare. Government must take steps and define its role explicitly in designing, 

implementing, monitoring and hiring of healthcare facilities as well as technically-skilled professionals. As there is 

an utmost need for quality improvement and management of health care delivery and transforming primary 

healthcare of Pakistan in comparison with the modern world that is changing towards more personalized era of 

healthcare. 

 

The author is Chairman at Biomedical Association of Students for Excellence (BASE) 
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Doctors on Strike! – Justified? 

- By: Ammarah Fayyaz 

-  

Lying, with a mixed kind of thoughts, in my bed on this dry morning, I can hardly write something innovative that 

comes from my mind and is totally unique, with its novelty. Purpose of giving such an ambiguous statement is, 

only to tell you that with this dead brain at moment, I cannot create any lies and will only write what is all 

apparent. 

Many people have talked on the young doctors’ strike, YDA, deaths, politicians and etc. So I don’t feel like 

speaking anything ragged or already spoken upon. I hereby, just want to unravel the truth that lies behind all this 

and has been hidden till now from the general public. 

Doctors have been on strike for long in the Past. Their image was quite well ruined by some political parties in fact 

I must say our own general public. It’s like one needs to put a burning matchstick and the whole nation will jump 

in with fuel to burn themselves. Our dependant nation has lost its intellectual ability; we only run after and bark 

upon what we are told without seeing or confirming what’s happening in reality. We discuss, we speak, we argue 

and we even fight upon the 

“BREAKING NEWS” slide on 

the TV lying just besides us. But we 

never try to think upon is that news 

true? What might be the cause? 

What situation might have led to 

this breaking news here? What 

problems would have occurred? Or 

what iceberg might be hidden 

beneath the single breaking 

news slide? Without using any 

kind of emotions for or against 

YDA, please read and 

concentrate on what I say. I hope 

it helps. 

A doctor young or old, is the 

student that competes around 

23,000 of them to get through the 

entry test and then studies the 

world’s most difficult 

curriculum according to Gunnies book of world records.  When he is a graduate, He becomes YDA. As soon he 

clears his interview for Job, he in fact enrolls himself for an unending effort that will even make him forget 

himself. He has 28 duty hours with hardly an eight hours break towards another 28 hours.  After all this he gets 

24,000 Pakistani rupees as salary. DO YOU JUSTIFY GIVING 24000 FOR 36 HOURS DUTY INSTEAD OF 

STANDARD 8 HOURS DUTY TIMINGs?   

Secondly I can bet over the issue that all the engineers, chemists, Accountants reading this won’t ever get an 

emergency at 2’O clock at night to get out their beds and go to serve the ill. They won’t be standing on bedside of 

the diseased to receive all what he pukes out, to note all what he wastes out, to count his breaths and to control 

their own heart just to listen the beats of the patient. They won’t always be ready to sacrifice the time they can 
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spend with their families. I respect all the fields of study because I too am a forced to be doctor. But being neutral I 

have to say its doctor’s heart that withstands so much discomfort in 24 hours of a day, no other can! 

Thirdly, analyzing the situations in the past, the strikes, and arrests, hearings in the court, the orders, and the 

results; one can easily know the government has failed to provide a service structure to a young doctor making his 

future insecure. It’s to be notified, YDA means Young doctors association and it beholds a motive to fight for the 

rights of young doctors. Many people have been found complaining that doctors are the highly paid class of our 

society, it’s for them that their demands were not for the senior doctors; they were rather for the fresh graduates 

and post graduate trainees, who actually have to handle the emergencies and OPD’s. 

Lastly, I would request all the readers to ponder over, how much news they have seen about the doctors on TV 

these days? I am pretty sure none. It’s because it’s a government failure. Government has failed to act upon court’s 

orders and now media is quiet. You can better understand it was propaganda against doctors.  Another aspect 

comes to light if somebody thinks! In fact wants to think. 
 

The author is a final year student at University of Health Sciences. 

She loves to volunteer for social and nonprofit organizations. 

Besides this she is a columnist, social activist, writer poetess and a passionate IT Geek. 
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Ethics & Diabetes  

- By: Dr. Mariam Asif 

(BASE-Volunteer) 

Karach, Pakistan 

 

 

“Diabetes mellitus is the group of metabolic diseases in which the high amounts of glucose accumulate in the blood.” 

Hyperglycemia is the condition in which the amount of 

glucose exceeds in the blood. Diabetes Insipidus is another 

type of disease which occurs due the imbalance of 

regulatory hormones of the kidney. Here the word diabetes 

refers to the Diabetes Mellitus. The cause of the diabetes is 

the less production of insulin or the receptors of the insulin 

become unresponsive.   

In the United States, Diabetes affects six percent of all the 

people. It is one of the chronic diseases in the children and 

the adults. Most of the people are not aware of their disease 

from which they are suffeing. The symptoms include the 

increase production of urine called polyuria. Thirst is 

increased called polydipsia. Polyphagia is also seen in such 

patients, this term is used for the increased hunger.  

DIABETES MELLITUS: There are two major different types 

of Diabetes mellitus: 

TYPE 1 DM  

TYPE 2 DM  

TYPE 1 DM: In this type of the diabetes, the body is failed to 

produce the insulin. Injection of insulin or the insulin pumps are the 

methods to compensate the amount of insulin in the body. Formerly 

it was known as ‘Insulin- Dependent Diabetes Mellitus’. It mostly 

occurs in the young age hence it was also known as ‘Juvenile 

diabetes.’ 

TYPE 2 DM: The cells of the body become less sensitive for the 

insulin although the body is producing large number of Insulin than 

the normal. Resistance of Insulin is the major cause in this case. If the 

insulin resistance increases, the release of insulin from the pancreas 
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can be out of order. In most of the cases of the type 2 diabetes, there is a decline in the beta cell production of Insulin type 

2 diabetes.  These patients need immediate insulin therapy. Liver also produces the glucose in the body through a process 

of gluconeogenesis regardless of increased glucose levels in the blood. This type of diabetes usually occurs over the age of 

30.  

CAUSES OF DIABETES: 

There are several factors that lead to the onset of diabetes. Type 1 diabetes is partially inherited and then elicited by the 

infections. Type 2 is mainly caused by the inactive lifestyle and unhealthy diet. Lack of exercise is one of the important 

factors. Insulin deficiency in the body increases the glucose level. Insulin resistance by the cells of the body also leads to the 

chronic disease called diabetes.  

PREVENTION OF DIABETES: 

Diabetes can be prevented through many ways. Exercise is necessary to maintain the body weight. The obese people are 

more prone to the diabetes. Eat a consistent and well balanced diet. Quit the use of alcohol. Smoking has many health 

hazards, it also increases the risk of diabetes.If the person has the diabetes, than smoking will damage the blood vessels of 

the heart and leads to the further complications. Check the blood glucose level regularly at least before meals and the 

bedtime.  

ETHICS OF PROGNOSTIC DIABETES MELLITUS IN THE NEWBORN: 

Juvenile onset of diabetes usually occurs in the children. The two states are offering the opportunity to have the predictive 

test of type 1 diabetes in the newborn. It is offered in conjunction with the mandatory newborn metabolic screening.  There 

are no initial preventive treatments for this but if the child is found susceptible to generate the disease of diabetes in the 

future, the child can participate in the follow-up studies to find out whether and when the child develops the auto 

antibodies or elicit the disease. For Insulin dependent diabetes Mellitus, this study examined the ethics of predictive genetic 

research in newborns. Prognostic studies have psychological issues and the research designs have a great impact on it.  
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Dream policy for making healthcare affordable and accessible! 

“Medical Devices” 
 

- By: Mohammad Ameel 

(Lcuknow, INDIA) 

 

The Indian Healthcare Industry 

has also witnessed high growth 

rates and the current market size 

is pegged at USD 50 billion. 

Medical devices which are a 

segment of healthcare Industry 

grew at an impressive rate of 17% 

CAGR in recent years. 

The contrast 

perspective of India, on 

one hand India has 

world class health 

centers providing best 

in class facilities and 

on the other hand, there 

is section of population 

that struggles to meet 

basic healthcare needs. 

A key question, 

therefore, how to 

address accessibility, 

affordability and 

awareness gap to 

increase penetration.  

Indian healthcare 

Industry is valued currently at 

around USD 1 billion and has 

been growing at an average of 

17% for past couple of years. It is 

strongly believed that growth will 

outperform the pace, resulting in 

the Indian Medical electronics 

market reaching close to USD 6.5 

billion by the year 2020. The term 

‘Medical Devices’ encompasses a 

wide range of healthcare products 

like personnel medical devices, 

bio-physical monitoring, life 

support systems, implants bionics 

in rehabilitation of physically 

challenged, embedded technology 

in neuro sciences, cardiac 

sciences and lately telemedicine.  

Various sources expect the 

Medical electronics industry to 

reach around USD 2+ Billion in 

2015 growing at a CAGR of 17% 

from a size of USD 850+ million 

in 2009. The market factors like 

growing population, ageing, 

income base and associated 

income disposable income, 

increasing socio economic 

inclusion of rural and deprived in 

main stream economy, heightened 

manufacturing innovation to 

create customized products to 

meet the needs of all income 

segments, changing disease 

prevalence pattern and growing 

awareness among the middle class 

to focus on early detection and 

early prevention makes up a few 

factors for the market growth. 

Apart from this there are a few 

non-market factors like 

development of infrastructure, 

favorable regulations, FDI inflow, 

outsourcing of manufacturing and 

R&D activities in India, 

government initiatives to improve 

healthcare access 

through insurance 

schemes like RSBY 

(Rashtriya Swasthya 

Bima Yojna), 

Arogyasri and etc.  

The medical device 

industry has been 

classified into 

following 

categories:  

 

1. Equipments

: The segment 

accounts for the last 

pie of the total 

market followed by 

medical implants 

and disposables segments 

respectively. The 

equipments segment is 

also growing segment and 

is largely dependent on 

imports. This can be 

further segmented into 

following categories: 

 

 Surgical equipments: 
Prominent factors that 

drive that demand are 

advancement in surgery 

and surgical devices 

designs, availability of 
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high skilled surgeons, 

growing breed of 

corporate hospitals and 

advanced surgical 

facilities, advanced 

robotics, minimal invasive 

surgical techniques, and 

imaging are expected to be 

key enabling technologies 

for developments. 

 

 Diagnostics: Increase in 

prevalence of diseases, 

their complexity and their 

need for quick diagnosis 

services and devices in the 

country. Other important 

driving factors are health 

awareness and education 

and increasing disposable 

income of the Indian 

population. Advances in 

diagnostic categories such 

as Cardiac Imaging, CT 

Scans, X-Ray, Molecular 

Imaging, MRI and 

Ultrasound Imaging 

including hand held 

devices are market 

movers. 

 Life Support: As the life 

support technologies 

evolve and improve, their 

use outside of the hospital 

environment has 

increased. For example, 

patients with ventilator 

support are increasingly 

staying at home with the 

device, increased presence 

of automated external 

defibrillator in nursing 

homes and residences, etc. 

As the consumer spending 

power increases demand 

for such systems are 

expected to grow. 

 

2. Implants: The market for 

implants is witnessing 

some amount of 

innovations in terms of 

catering to large unmet 

needs in certain 

disabilities e.g. blindness. 

A microchip retina 

implant is under trial 

which will allow blind 

patients to read letters and 

recognize foreign objects. 

 

3. Disposables: Medical 

disposables products for 

medical electronics 

equipments are used by all 

the hospitals and nursing 

homes in the country, 

including diagnostic and 

pathological laboratories. 

The market is becoming 

increasingly competitive 

due to low entry barriers, 

increasing number of 

players and an expanding 

consumer base. Examples 

include disposable 

medical and electronics 

probe assemblies for 

minimal invasive 

applications, disposable 

catheter cables, disposable 

EEG sensors/lead wires, 

disposable SpO2 sensors, 

panel mount receptacles, 

etc.  

 

The Policy 

 

Manufacturing and Resource 

Prudent Innovation: This 

constitutes manufacturing 

innovative products at 

increasingly lower costs. 

Manufacturers are innovating to 

create value added and 

customized products to meet the 

needs of all income segments. 

This initiative is expected to 

lower barriers for consumers and 

fuel adoption across various 

income levels. Some products 

currently present in market and 

some future innovations are 

discussed below. 

Affordable Glucose meter which 

are simple to use can be designed 

especially for Indian markets. 

Similarly battery operated 

wearable, robotic rehabilitation 

tool enabling stroke patients can 

be used to regain impaired leg 

mobility, giving mobility 

assistance for stroke patients. 

Hand held electronics will harvest 

energy from body movements 

which will help devices like 

insulin pumps to run on nano 

generators. Apart from this 

utilizing portable ultrasound 

machine reduces overall cost of 

diagnostics increasing 

affordability. Another example is 

of a smart phone with ECG 

monitor which can give regular 

feed to care giver. 

 

Joint Ventures by Healthcare 

Providers: New healthcare 

models should come within the 

healthcare providers. Prominent 

models span licensing to those 

that involve joint ventures. Apollo 

Hospitals group has a program to 

offer greater secondary care 

services under the reach 

initiatives in ties II cities. In 

addition, large numbers of 

hospitals are under operation and 

manage contracts e.g. Escorts 

HCR, Raipur. Fortis has a tie up 

with DLF to jointly develop new 

hospitals. Vatsalya group are 

building hospitals focused on tier 
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II and tier III cities. Such business 

models will drive penetration and 

expansion fueling the need for 

investment in medical electronics, 

giving it a full scope o be 

accessible.   

 

Development of testing and 

calibration infrastructure: The 

potency to attract manufacturing 

needs a well developed ecosystem 

which involve clusters, doping 

facility for semiconductor through 

nuclear technology, testing, 

calibration and 

accreditation for high 

end products in line 

with quality 

acceptance of 

international 

technical standards. 

The medical Devices 

Safety Bill 2008 

provides 

recommendations in 

this regards with 

specific guidelines on 

testing and 

calibration 

requirements for 

medical device. 

 

Regulatory Bodies: 
Need based 

regulatory dynamics are in play in 

the Indian Medical Electronics 

Industry. There are two important 

regulatory initiatives being taken 

in India. A) Separate Status to 

medical devices industry and B) 

Formation of Regulatory body 

looking into the standards, 

accreditations, etc. to facilitate 

quality healthcare. Health 

ministry has taken the initiative to 

include a separate chapter on 

medical devices which is 

considered as a proposed 

amendment in the drugs & 

cosmetics Act, and may include a 

clear definition for medical 

devices. In addition, tax and 

import duty exemptions are 

expected to encourage 

manufacturing sector and lower 

market list prices. Examples 

include uniform concessional 

basic duty of five percent, 

countervailing concessional duty 

of four percent and full exemption 

from special additional duty on all 

medical equipment, increase in 

weighted deduction on R&D 

expenditure up to 200% on his 

house R&D. 

 

Foreign Investment: The total 

foreign investment made in the 

medical and surgical appliances in 

India have amounted to USD 

115.3 million between August 

1991 and April 2007. We believe 

that FI inflow will spur R&D and 

manufacturing innovations, in 

turn increase the efficiency and 

effectiveness of medical 

electronic products. Furthermore, 

FDI inflow will usher in newer 

and innovative technologies of 

global standard. Advancement of 

medical electronics product 

quality and associated successful 

diagnostic rates is expected to 

spur adoption, making it more 

accessible. 

 

Outpatient care technologies 

and telemedicine: Information 

through traditional (TV, radio, 

print) and non-traditional media 

(word of mouth, 

viral marketing, 

and social 

networking), have 

been instrumental 

in increased 

awareness of 

standard 

healthcare and 

disease prevention, 

in various lass of 

consumers. 

Escalating health 

care costs and 

limited resources 

have increased 

emphasis in 

outpatient care. 

Telemedicine is 

gaining acceptance 

amongst both providers and 

patients. Enabling technologies, 

such as home telemetry systems, 

wireless device communication 

technologies and remote 

monitoring technologies will 

witness spur in reachablity. 

Integration of medical 

technologies with communication 

device like mobile phones has the 

potential to solve the issue of 

accessibility and make healthcare 

more affordable.  
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Key takeaways  

 

 Healthcare providers 

should increase their 

presence in lower tier 

cities and rural India and 

should try and meet the 

demand for medical 

equipments for higher 

operational productivity. 

They should also come up 

with rising need to serve 

the willing customer with 

diagnostic services.   

 Growing attractiveness 

towards urban as well as 

rural coverage with tired 

offering for insurances 

must be met with 

increasing OPD and 

diagnostic coverage. 

Moreover insurance firms 

should consider public 

insurance schemes 

increasing affordability for 

mass.  

 

 The manufacturers have a 

very good chance of 

reducing the prices of 

medical equipment with 

local R&D and 

manufacturing centers, 

this will meet the growing 

need for frugal 

innovations to enhance 

product affordability. 

Local centers can also 

ensure customization to 

meet domestic market 

need.  

 

The overall reach of healthcare in 

India can be increased by offering 

affordable healthcare solutions to 

the end customer, keeping in 

mind the wide range of income 

levels existing in the country. 

This scheme can be met by a joint 

effort from all stake holders 

towards innovative development 

of solutions that fit well into the 

economic conditions varying 

from urban to rural India. 

Penetration of public health 

infrastructure in lower tier cities 

and rural India can be increased 

by looking forward towards 

development of portable and easy 

to use, condition friendly system 

for diagnostic and point of care 

therapy. Distribution of medical 

equipments and devices in hash 

terrains and remote areas becomes 

challenging and the time to reach 

increases. 

 

The author is (Head, Biomedical 

Engneer) at Era’s Lucknow 

Medical College & Hospital, 

Lucknow, India.
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Ethical Code for Health Management    Via The-News-Tribe 

 

- By: Madiha Akhtar, (graduated in Journalism studies, is a freelance writer and blogger) 

 

“A man without ethics is a wild beast loosened upon 

this world” an adage by Albert Camus truly defines 

the nature of humans. A person of good ethical values 

is considered a boon to the society whereas a person 

without moral values is nothing but a bane for the 

society. 

Ethics is defined as ‘moral standards’ which helps a 

person to differentiate between right and wrong. 

Every society has 

certain norms and 

values according to 

which they live in 

this world. Different 

people have different 

perceptions regarding 

ethics. What is right 

for one person may 

not be appropriate for 

other one. For 

instance, a person 

who lies and cheats in 

Islam is considered 

immoral; not only 

Islam but even other 

religion as well. 

Without ethics, a man or even a society is corrupted.   

However, the question arises that is it only relevant to 

the society? What about organizations, institutes or 

even companies? Do they need to follow principles? 

We know that every person is responsible for their 

own conduct but it is equally important for any 

organization to have certain code of conduct that 

determines its nature of work. 

Therefore in health care an ethical code is also 

important because here, lives of people are at stake. 

Since we know that a person if morally bounded will 

be more careful. According to the biomedical 

research, health care should have the code of conduct 

that should be followed stringently. Medical ethics are 

the code of conduct for doctors and physicians to 

follow back in times, ancient Egypt was the first one 

that applied ethics in medical profession. The first 

known document dealing with ethics was Egyptian 

papyri in 16th century B.C.; in the same era, 

Hammurabi set the codes for the physicians and 

surgeons. Moreover, Hippocrates, the father of 

medicine said 2500 years ago: “To observe all, study 

the patient rather than the disease, evaluate honestly 

and assist nature.” 

Even the 

Hippocrates oath 

was also based on 

ethics; though the 

oath has been 

amended many 

times by different 

countries. Recent 

times, World 

Medical 

Association is the 

largest assembly of 

doctors that has 

deliberated since 

1948 regarding 

code; with the help 

of their guidelines, most of medical associations of the 

countries follow these principles by making certain 

amendments according to their facility. 

There are certain codes for the physicians to follow; 

for instance to keep the secret of patients with 

themselves and do not leak it out. A doctor should 

give utmost importance to the emergencies if any 

other doctor is not provided. Human lives are very 

important and they should be taken care regardless of 

the monetary benefits. A doctor should be honorable 

as well as work in service of humanity; a doctor must 

also be truthful to the patients. They should also 

reveal the quack or fake doctors to if they find any. 

Regardless of these codes of conduct, what we have 

seen in Pakistan is absolute negation of these codes. 
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Doctors do not put sincerity to their work rather they 

look ways for monetary gain. As saying goes: “Health 

is Wealth” but over here, if you are wealthy or 

powerful person you are treated very well whereas the 

poor ones have to suffer through quacks. These codes 

are broken openly over here. We have seen the 

negligence in Lahore where so many people have died 

due to fake medicines prescribed. 

  

 

Attention Readers & Contributors 

The theme for the UMBILIKAL’s next Issue is: 

 
So Grip your pen, and mail us your entries  

for next issue at:  

Submissions_umbilikal@yahoo.com  

 

- Team UMBILIKAL 

mailto:Submissions_umbilikal@yahoo.com
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MODERN TECHNOLOGY HAS PARALYZED OUR YOUTH 
 

- By: Bushra Shaikh 

M.E (Communication System & Networks) 

Mehran University of Engineering and Technology (MUET) 

 

The phrase, ‘Necessity is mother of invention’, 

implies the technology came into existence in this 

world as a human struggle for quest of knowledge and 

facilitation of their needs. Technology has been vast 

and advanced in many forms and shapes. Whether it’s 

an invention of our electric bulb, conventional 

telegraph and telephone, television, computer, 

emailing, reaching out to people living distant through 

voice over internet protocol (VoIP), today’s smart 

phones which are handy multitasking 

computers, all have made life so easy 

and comfortable. A person was 

needed to go to the field 

to scrutinize and 

inspect the 

defects of the 

installed 

equipment. The 

same can now be 

monitored remotely. 

This is due to the 

technology fortune, that 

has eliminated the need 

to work for long hours. 

The employment and 

human-endeavor has been 

substituted by the technology 

benefits. The current human 

being might have been 

intelligent and up-to-date with 

the help of techie products but he is 

enormously being influenced rather paralyzed due to 

technology, which is a curse in disguise. A decreased 

physical and practical painstaking effort has lessened 

the physical exercise of a human’s mind. There is 

none denying the universal fact that a computer can 

never be a substitute to human’s brain. Brain is un-

programmed hence very adaptive and flexible. 

Computer’s microcontroller will function the way it is 

programmed. No less, no greater. But there is no 

imagination limit and working limit to human’s brain. 

This is the miracle of brain that it will work as much 

as you want to utilize it. The more it is exercised and 

used, the more is its healthy and processing. The 

massive and huge department of technology goes to 

telecommunication packages. In our 

country Pakistan, the telecommunication 

has worsened our youth’s credibility. 

The so-called youth luring (indeed 

youth spoiling) packages by PTA 

and mobile operators viz late night 

long call offers, 3000sms in 

10pkr, 500sms n 500 free 

minutes of call-time in only 5 

rupees has obscured the 

bright facet of 

telecommunication. At a 

very immature age, when 

the teenagers are 

bestowed with mobile 

phone with such 

tempting packages, 

who won’t get spoiled 

and get prey to the worldly 

flavors? The young poor pals remain 

in touch for no such vivid reason and thus, 

get addicted. Consequently, their productivity 

decreases. The time, they need to study, they waste 

being on Facebook, SMS chats or long phone calls. 

And Alas! They flunk in the exams. Our youth has 

been badly affected and addicted with the tech bits 

and feeds. Indeed, the current human’s life has been 

worsed off by technology rather than the 

contemporary one. 
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It will be an over exaggeration to the darker side of 

technology jungle, if I just don’t highlight its bright 

facets, i.e. blessings of technology. Nevertheless, It 

has made the human life easier and comfy. It has 

improved our standard of living. We live in hi-tech 

world now. It is the technology that has made the 

world ‘a global village’. The electronic human, i.e. 

robot programmed to do a particular task has helped 

many handicapped do their tasks effectively and has 

proved to be the biggest gift of technology. It is due to 

recursive, continuous and updated technology 

inventions, that is informing us the facts of world 

extinction. This info is the root of many methods to 

energy conservation and an attempt to discover the 

possibilities to uphill the life period of earth. 

However, it is technology, which is consuming energy 

the most.  

 

If only we know the proper proportionality of the 

usage of computer, internet, mobile benefits; we can 

be more productive and less paralyzed. Do you know 

why the conventional man was more productive and 

intelligent than us? Because, they didn’t came to 

enjoy the facilities we are doing. It is the bad times 

and hardship, that makes one learn. If a person has 

never seen a hardship and never done a struggle, he is 

living a dead life. The real spice of life is to struggle 

to get something, you longed for. How unfortunate, if 

you are blessed with everything. What would you 

dream for? 
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The healthcare issue in rural area: - lack of awareness 

- By : Manas Nag 

(BASE-Volunteer) 

INDIA 

I spent my childhood in a rural area; my father is working in a PSU where 

we have to be relocated, every time posting will be in a rural area from 

where a town will be at least 50 km away. There will be a single dispensary 

and few nursing homes which run only on mercy of god. When I took 

admission in Biomedical by choice, I asked one of my father’s colleague 

who is a doctor about the equipment used by them, and when the medical 

device which is being used by them if it does not work properly what they 

are supposed to do, how they are maintaining the equipment. Her answer to 

my question was the use to dump the medical device and give order of new 

one, and in that interval of time they try to manage without the device, as the 

dispensary over there is funded by government, so no one cares to have 

biomedical engineer who will maintain the medical device or take care of 

the devices.  

 

 

 

 

The private funding nursing home located in that part of the 

country, only works on mercy of god. They are not capable 

of dealing with any emergency case. The facilities are not 

up to the mark.  There is no facility of proper ambulance, 

they have only opened the nursing home just to cut the 

pocket of middle class family, who are living in those area.  

 

In urban area big healthcare groups have set their hospitals 

like Fortis, Apollo, but these hospitals are away from the 

reach of poor people. The healthcare cost can be controlled 

by the help of generic drug rather than using the branded 

drugs, the price of drugs are actually very low, the 

commission of doctors is responsible for the increase in 

price of drugs. We should buy drugs from generic store, and 

government should give more encouragement to generic 

store. 
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AUTHORIZED TO PRINT…!!?? 

- By: BS Mahima Sharma 

(BASE-Volunteer) 

INDIA 

The reality in today’s technological world is in close proximity with people’s imagination, which is clearly evident 

in sci-fi movies. Humanoids, Time-machines, Telekinesis, and what not! 

And now, we have the power of creating human organs, Courtesy, the technique called ‘Bio-printing’! This 3D 

printing technique can create any living tissue by outputting cells, layer-upon-layer, or probably even an entire 

organism from raw biological materials. 3D printing has already found use in dental fabrication of crowns, bridges 

and implants, and in prosthesis manufacturing. But it has got a call far beyond that!  Bio-printing, the most recent 

application of 3D printing in the medical world can be used to produce artificial tissues, including the skin, blood 

vessels, scaffolds and bones. This is beneficial during an organ replacement procedure. 

 

The first commercial 3D Bio-printer was developed 

by a San Diego based company, Organovo in 

2009, which has successfully printed simple 

tissues like skin, blood vessels and heart muscle 

patches. The wait is on for the day when solid 

organs like heart, livers or kidneys can be printed, 

which will duplicate its natural counterpart. 

Imagine a medical emergent situation where a 

patient is in dire need of replacement of an artery, or 

any such tissue, and every second counts, and 

the doctor could just print the required tissue, 

perform the replacement, and enable the 

patient to live  a normal life, without wasting much 

time and effort!  That would be an amazing 

achievement in the field of medicine. Add a topping 

to this!  Here the risk of immune response is also 

reduced, as the new organ would have been 

printed out of the patient’s own cells.  

 

Thus, the applications of Bio-printing can be many, including life-extension. But the ethical issues and moral 

considerations cannot be kept under cover in the process. Can’t Bio-printing allow life to be taken for granted? 

Isn’t it paving a way to human cloning- a highly controversial story of the day! Though this may take quite some 

time and efforts, the important question is - is it ethical? Just like the cloned sheep Dolly, is there a need for a 

human being to create his or her own replica? Would Bio-printing phenomenon break the rules of life, of the 

natural principles of living, just to extend life? Doesn’t it defy the natural rules set by the Creator? Is the human 

body a mere experimental setup, and the most important question of all, ‘is the compromise worth it’? 

 

The author is Biomedical Engineering student at Rajiv Gandhi Institute of Technology, Bangalore, India 
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Visit-us here 

www.basebme.jimdo.com  

 

  

Like-us here on facebook 

www.facebook.com/basebme  

 

Join our facebook group here 

 

 

 

 

www.facebook.com/groups/basebme 

 

http://www.basebme.jimdo.com/
http://www.facebook.com/#/basebme
http://www.facebook.com/#/groups/basebme
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